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MLA IN-TEXT CITATIONS

FIRST TIME CITED IN TEXT

1 AUTHOR
(Name Page #)
OR
Name (Page #)

2 AUTHORS
(Name and Name Page #)
OR
Name and Name (Page #)

3+ AUTHORS
(Name et al. Page #)
OR
Name et al. (Page #)

TIPS

ANONYMOUS WORKS
are referred to by a title, or a shortened title
e.g., (“Quick Guide” Page #)

NO PAGE #
use the author’s name in the
text or within parentheses
e.g., (Rowling)

TITLES
use italics for books
use “quotation marks” for articles, poems, chapters,
or short stories

WORKS CITED

• Centre the heading Works Cited at top of page; do not italicize or use quotation marks around this heading
• Arrange sources alphabetically by author (or by title if work is anonymous)
• Double space entire list (within & between lines)
• Indent second and subsequent lines of each entry 5-7 spaces from the left (also known as a hanging indent)
• Core elements of a citation: Author. Title of Source. Title of Container, Contributor, Version, Number, Publisher, Publication Date, Location.

EXAMPLES

PRINT

ONLINE
Hughes, Akilah [@AkilahObviously]. “I need a playlist for when I deeply consider going to the gym but then don’t.” Twitter, 1 July 2015, https://twitter.com/AkilahObviously/status/616443679344041985.

OTHER

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
• MLA Handbook (9th edition), MILLS Library LB 2569 .M52 2021
• MLA Style Center, https://style.mla.org
• Purdue OWL, https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style
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